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This one of a kind project was conceived, designed,
written, edited, and photographed by a 25-year
resident of downtown Louisville who has a lifetime
involvement in historic destination tourism,
multimedia design, and unique creative projects.

The interactive Application was designed to educate
and guide anyone with a smartphone, and replaces
previously printed booklets with 21st century
technology.

The result of this project for me was to gain an
encyclopedic knowledge of Old Louisville.

Welcome to The Information Age: App released December 2010

Old Louisville Smart Phone
App for iOS and Android
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Anyone who knows Old Louisville has probably seen my
design work. It always presents a strong visual identity.

I use photography, digital and traditional artist’s media,
the latest processes and techniques, and anything in
my toolbox that it takes to excel at the challenge.

Concept, design, production, and budget awareness are
my criteria for every project.

Design with staying power, for now and the future.

Old Louisville Branding:
Events, Organizations, Busineses



I’ve been involved in countless design projects over the
years. Most see completion, but they all go through a
very complete creative design process.

Whether it’s a signage & wayfinding system, landscape
design, interior design, furniture design, graphic design,
video, or web design, they all use different production
processes that must be understood.

Anything is within the realm of an experienced designer.
The project is always part of a much bigger picture in life.

Find a balance between reflecting on the past and looking towards the future.

Ideas, Drawings, Plans,
Shovel Ready for Action
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Henderson Backyard

Gate Proposal

Satellite Plan Elevation

Third & Oak Proposal



© 2012 johnpaul / design

Work influenced by history, and by observing people’s
daily behavior and details.

Work with an honest & efficient use of materials,
combined in a sophisticated way that celebrates them.

Work that shows the value of detail and the elegance
of simplicity.

My design process is always different,
some computer, some sketch.

Southern Exposition Legacy:
What Can You Expect?

Jan’s Birdhouses

Third & Oak Project


